SOFT PLAID

A WEAVING PATTERN BY BRITTANY SEABORG
MATERIALS

For this pattern, I used the yarns and heddle mentioned below. However, this pattern can be adapted to any yarn and/or heddle.

- Paradise Fibers’ 8/2 Cotton Yarn - Blueberry
- Paradise Fibers’ 5/2 Mercerized Cotton - White
- 10 dent Heddle

SETTING THE WARP

Warp pattern is worked in sets of 80. Repeat warp pattern to desired width

Warp 40 in Blueberry (Color 1)
Warp 6 in White (Color 2)
Warp 20 in Blueberry (Color 1)
Warp 14 in white (Color 2)

Once you have warped the loom, measure each color section individually and write the measurements down in your notes.

example:
40/ 3, 1/2”
6/ 1/2”
20/ 1, 3/4”
14/ 1, 1/4”

The pattern

The pattern is a symmetrical design, so you will be using your warping measurements as a guide throughout the pattern.

SECTION ONE:

Using color 1, plain weave across until section matches warp 40’s measurement, making a square.
(My measurement was 3 1/2”)

SECTION TWO:

Using color 2, plain weave across until section matches warp 6’s measurement, creating a square.
(My measurement was 1/2”)

SECTION THREE:

Using color 1, plain weave across until section matches warp 20’s measurement, making a square.
(My measurement was 1 3/4”)

SECTION FOUR:

Using color 2, plain weave across until section matches warp 14’s measurement, creating a square.
(My measurement was 1 1/4”)

Repeat sections one-four to end of warp